
Digital Label
Solutions

UV Coat

Laminate

Die-Cut

Variable 
Barcodes

Multi-Shift 
Facility



No plates 

Standard lead time is 3 to 5 days 

Rigorous closed-loop color controls 

Variable data capabilities 

Photographic quality 4-color process printing 

For digital labels, Thomco is the answer.  

Our Konica bizhub digital press was engineered for color accuracy and efficient 
label production. Quality compares to offset, with vivid colors, crisp details, 
smooth screens, and rich solids. Built-in color calibration technology combined 
with Thomco’s rigorous closed-loop color management system ensures color 
fidelity from the first to last label on your production run.     

You can print with variable data, incorporate barcodes, 
lot numbers or unique identifiers too. 

Digital Label
Expertise

Thomco prints paper, 
polyester, and 

polypropylene labels. 
We can print labels 
up to 47” in length.



For samples, please talk to 
your Thomco Representative. 

Flexible Finishing Options
After printing, our production experts finish your labels 
on our ABG Digicon finishing system. Set ups are fast. 
We can UV coat, laminate, diecut, slit and rewind in-line, 
maximizing production efficiency. The Digicon uses 
economical flexible dies, minimizing die costs, and 
the built-in optical registration system guarantees 
die-cutting accuracy. 

Ready to Scale
Thomco offers both digital and flexographic printing, 
so you have both options. As quantities increase, we 
can scale with you, ensuring competitive pricing, 
excellent quality, and meeting all label 
specifications and tolerances. 

Scan the QR Code 
or visit tiny.cc./ThomcoDigital 

to watch the video. 
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1100 Northbrook Parkway • Suwanee, GA 30024 

O: 770.339.3900 • F: 770.339.1730

ABOUT THOMCO

Charlotte Branch
3655 Centre Circle • Fort Mill, SC 29715 

O: 803.547.5999 • F: 803.547.5954

thomco.biz

customerservice@thomco.biz

Thomco helps customers improve their processes and reduce labor 
costs. Along with design flexibility, we specialize in unique solutions for 
your business that ensure even your toughest requirements are met.

Whether you need labels, proprietary parts, or an industrial bonding 
solution, our experienced team of engineers, press operators, customer 
service and sales representatives will collaborate with you for sampling, 
testing, designing, prototyping, and manufacturing to meet the exact 
specifications of your application.


